NOTES:

1. MATERIALS AND FINISH:
   CONTACTS: COPPER ALLOY, FINISH: TIN OVER NICKEL UNDERPLATE

2. MUST COMPLY WITH DIRECTIVE 2002/95/EC (ROHS)

3. THIS PRODUCT HAS NOT COMPLETED VALIDATION TESTING

4. WIRE TYPES AND SIZES ACCEPTED
   WIRE SIZE: 18AWG SOLID & STRANDED (CONDUCTOR NO: 16)
   20AWG SOLID & STRANDED (CONDUCTOR NO: 26)
   22AWG SOLID & STRANDED (CONDUCTOR NO: 7)
   TIN-DIPPED FOR ALL STRANDED WIRE.
   MAX INSULATION OD: 2.05mm MAX.
   STRIP LENGTH: 6.64+/-0.3mm

5. PACKAGED IN TAPE AND REEL

6. NO RECONNECTION OF SMALLER CONDUCTOR CROSS-SECTIONS AFTER 18AWG WIRE FIRST INSERTION
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RECOMMENDED PCB LAYOUT